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Abstract: Information and communication technologies have shown a significant advance and fast pace in their performance and pervasiveness. Knowledge has become a significant asset for organizations, which need to deal with large amounts of data and information to produce valuable knowledge. Dealing with knowledge is turning the axis for organizations in the new economy. One of the choices to gather the goal of knowledge managing is the use of rule-based systems. This kind of approach is the new chance for expert-systems’ technology. Modern languages and cheap computing allow the implementation of concurrent systems for dealing huge volumes of information in organizations. The present work is aimed at proposing the use of contemporary programming elements, as easy to exploit threading, when implementing rule-based treatment over huge data volumes.
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Hacia un marco para inferencia multihilo en sistemas basados en reglas

Resumen: Las tecnologías de información y comunicación han mostrado un avance significativo y un paso rápido en su desempeño y penetración. El conocimiento se ha convertido en un activo para las organizaciones que necesitan tratar con una gran cantidad de datos e información para producir conocimiento valioso. Manejar el conocimiento se ha convertido en el eje para las organizaciones en la nueva economía. Una de las opciones para conseguir llegar a la meta en el manejo del conocimiento es el uso de sistemas basados en reglas. Esta clase de enfoque es la nueva oportunidad para la tecnología de sistemas expertos. Los lenguajes modernos y la computación económica permiten la implementación de sistemas concurrentes para gestionar grandes volúmenes de información en las organizaciones. El presente trabajo está encaminado a la propuesta del uso de elementos contemporáneos de programación, como la fácil explotación de los hilos, cuando se implementa un tratamiento basado en reglas sobre grandes volúmenes de datos.
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1. Introduction

Information and communication technologies have shown a significant advance and fast pace in their performance and penetration. Knowledge has become a significant asset for organizations, which need to deal with large amounts of data and information to produce valuable knowledge.

There are different mechanisms enabling organizations to gather, discover and inference valuable knowledge: surveys, data-mining techniques, Bayesian networks, expert systems, neural-nets, and etcetera. The present work will focus in the rule-based systems, and the possibilities to implement some concurrency model using threads.

Traditional inference procedures undertake a one-thread mechanism to develop its work; forward-chaining and backward-chaining are the main methods for this approach (Giarratano and Riley, 1998). The Rete Algorithm (Forgy, 1982)
presents an improved mechanism to match patterns at fast pace, by taking advantage of temporal common structures presented in the reasoning process and rules. Our proposal is inspired, precisely, in the Rete Algorithm; our goal is to implement a multi-threaded model capable of perform simultaneously pattern matching when no functional dependencies are present among involved rules for the current inference case.

This is not an untreated effort, i.e. Krause et al. (2007) provide a framework to deal with incomplete context information through the use of alternative context construction trees by developing diverse inference branches following Bayesian net templates. Besides, a series of works have considered the possibility of implementing models with implicit or explicit parallelism for rule-based systems under Rete’s philosophy (Gupta et al., 1986; Gupta et al., 1989)(Tambe et al., 1988). For these works, parallelism is achieved through multi-processor computers using shared memory. Our proposal is not intended to be implemented over pervasive parallel systems; we rather seek the development of such approach over common computers using application threads, which are already available in most of modern programming tools. We are also looking for developing this approach in a local environment as an own technology, instead of using canned technology coming from abroad. Such goal is perfectly valid in the academic scope, giving students the chance to know and deal with technology development throughout open access to own technology, without copyrighting constraints.

Hence, this work is aimed at discovering an easy-to-implement approach, taking advantage of the capacity of modern languages to exploit the power of multi-threading. We believe that it is possible to construct an object oriented framework: providing a set of classes which are ready to inherit or for being instantiated. Current proposal is not aimed at improving the performance achieved in previous works (Forgy, 1982)(Gupta et al., 1986; Gupta et al., 1989)(Tambe et al., 1988), but indeed it is oriented at presenting a contemporary treatment for the problem of parallel reasoning in rule-based
systems. Contemporary platforms are then enabled to make use of the framework, as said before, by inheriting or instantiating from available classes.

## 2. Framework elements

When standing in the object oriented paradigm, building a framework consists in developing a set of classes representing the different objects from reality and a set of relations representing all the binds distinguished among the objects of interest. Additional considerations must be attended; such as re-usability, defensive programming, security, results-reliability and etcetera. The current study agrees with the object orientation; hence, the proposed framework will be built under the object oriented considerations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. BNF for the LM-Regla Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

```
<LM-Regla*> ::= '<rule>'<complex_condition><complex_conclusion>' '</rule>'

<complex_condition> ::= '<condition>'
  <conditional_logic_expression>
  '</condition>'

<conditional_logic_expression> ::=  
  '<atom>'<atom_name>' '</atom>' [ '<negation/'|']' ]
  '<atom>'<atom_name>' '</atom>' <negation/>
  (<conjunction/>|<disjunction/>)[ <negation/>|']' ]
  [ <conditional_logic_expression> <conjunction/>|<disjunction/> ]

<complex_conclusion> ::= '<conclusion>'
  <conclusion_logic_expression>
  '</conclusion>'

<conclusion_logic_expression> ::=  
  '<atom>'<atom_name>' '</atom>' [ '<negation'/> ]
  '<atom>'<atom_name>' '</atom>' [ '<negation'/> ]
  <conjunction/>[ '<negation'/> ]
  [ <conclusion_logic_expression> <conjunction/> ]

<atom_name> ::= <symbols_sequence>

<symbols_sequence> ::= <letter> |<valid_symbol> |
                      <letter> |<valid_symbol> |<symbols_sequence>

<valid_symbol> ::= <letter> |<digit>| '-'| _

<letter> ::= (A|B|C|D|E|F|G|H|I|J|K|L|M|N|Ñ|O|P|Q|R|S|T|U|V|W|X|Y|Z)

<digit> ::= (0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9)
```
The main framework elements are the rule and the atom; figure 1 sketch key components -considering the roles played in the whole rule-based model. These models represent a pragmatic treatment for the task of representing knowledge inside a rule-based system.

Figure 1. The components for Rule and Atom

Regarding the logics expressions inside the rules, it has been developed an adaptation of the algorithm for assembling reverse polish representations (Lukasiewicz, 1956). This kind of representation releases computing-efforts when solving expressions and the conversion is made only during rules-production, then semantic networks are built with the rule’s components and these data-structures are used during system’s deployment.

3. Concurrent inference

In order to achieve the concurrent inference, every rule implements a thread of control. Hence, every rule is verifying all the time if its input atoms are enabled; when enabled, condition is verified. In those cases in which conditions’ verification returns true, rules are triggered; once a rule is triggered, all conclusion atoms for that rule are enabled too.

Atoms are already in the working-memory, they are enabled when user verifies its condition in the real world or when some rule implying them is triggered. Therefore, the other rules waiting for its atoms-enabling will also verify their
conditions. This mechanism generates a chain-reaction in the inference process. The name that we have used for that effect is “inference avalanche”, and if fact it is the *nickname* used to call this inference system. The figure 2 shows the primitive mechanism supporting this effect of “avalanche”.

![Diagram showing the primitive mechanism for concurrent inference](image)

**Figure 2. Primitive mechanism for concurrent inference**

Isolated rules are connected through common atoms in *working memory* to the other rules waiting for its *atoms-enabling*. When isolated rules are triggered, their conclusion atoms are enabled, enabling new rules. The whole phenomenon is controlled by functional dependencies. At the first approach, most of the rules may be triggered simultaneously; nevertheless, there are usually many dependencies. Hence, most of the rules have to wait for its input atoms-enabling for long periods. There is no way to improve such functional dependences, due to knowledge nature and it is not possible to improve this performance at this stage; *big concepts are made with small concepts and they keep inherent bounds which are hard to break*. At first, small elements must be satisfied. To accomplish this task without punishing the performance; a
backtracking procedure is run in advance [during rules-loading], thus functional dependencies are established. These dependencies give order to the concurrent inference (see figure 3).

**Figure 3. Functional dependencies through the atoms**

All the rules are connected throughout a network of atoms. This organizational network obeys the hierarchical structure defined by the functional dependencies discovered during the rules-loading [using backtracking]. Figure 4 sketches this idea.

**Figure 4. Network of atoms and rules**
According to the proposed structure and functioning, those “free” (as in freedom) atoms (usually related to small concepts) can be verified at first by user’s inputs, sensors’ inputs or querying other systems for feeding the system. These will start the mentioned chain-reaction. The concurrent inference process will not finish until a Goal-Atom is *enabled*; although extended executions can be ran, trying to gather all possible goals for one single situation analyzed by the rule-based system.

4. Functionality of the framework

This inference model is used in the academic field to teach expert and rule-based systems in our University. The framework becomes the axis for explaining novel inference-mechanisms, just after explaining traditional inference mechanisms. It has been implemented using C#.

The students get the framework as a set of classes (see figure 5), and they develop an expert system around this basic structure. By inheriting and instantiating, they tailor an inference-mechanism adapted for a specific knowledge-field. They must undertake a research in a selected knowledge-field [every student selects by him/her self the field]; which implies interviews, observation, documentary research and even participating in the environment. The final product is a system capable to evaluate, decide and recommend in the selected knowledge-field.
Figure 5. Main structure for the framework, notice the absence of an inference engine; its responsibility has been delegated in every concurrent rule. During the class loading, the knowledge base establishes the functional dependencies and the rules do the rest of the work under a concurrency model.

5. Conclusions

Modern Information and Communications Technologies enabled the development of new approaches for traditional treatment of knowledge [symbolic]. Through the use of these modern elements, it had been possible to develop a new framework for building rule-based systems. Such systems provide renewed expectancy in current knowledge-management scenarios.

Data and information volumes requiring some kind of processing seem to be bigger every time. The current pervasive computing also seems to deal more significant roles in present societies. Finally, the complexity of the knowledge that should be managed by present computer overloads common data
processing algorithms. The availability of modern tools for dealing with the current manifestations of information and communication technologies is valuable. Societies demand knowledge to the organizations [government, business, non-profit and etcetera]. Rule-based systems are an interesting alternative. Throughout the use of new software development technologies, high performance concurrent solutions are easy-to-implement. This approach would, ideally, fold performance shown by one-thread inference systems.

Finally, a new versatile approach for working-memory has been developed; which is not a passive actor for rule-based systems anymore, now it would perform a dialog with rules, trying to help them to trigger during the inference process. This contribution includes the fact that working-memory has a priori all of the system atoms stored and connects the rules as a network using atoms as the amalgam. Besides, rules perform the inference process by themselves as threads.

Our proposal remains under construction and we are working in the final stages related to solve the functional dependences. The already finished stages of this effort are: grammatical handling for LM-Regla, knowledge base and working memory infrastructure, forward and backward chaining inference, knowledge and explanation modules, and a common inference engine capable of follow one of different inference approaches and also capable of handling multi-conclusion in rules (a not seen contribution in another inference engines). Presenting our proposal and our advances in this journal are intended as a scientific newsletter.
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